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Internal photoemission from plasmonic
nanoparticles: comparison between surface and
volume photoelectric eﬀects
Alexander V. Uskov,*abcd Igor E. Protsenko,ab Renat S. Ikhsanov,e
Viktoriia E. Babicheva,fg Sergei V. Zhukovsky,fg Andrei V. Lavrinenko,f Eoin P. O'Reillyh
and Hongxing Xucd
We study the emission of photoelectrons from plasmonic nanoparticles into a surrounding matrix. We
consider two mechanisms of electron emission from the nanoparticles – surface and volume ones –
and use models for these two mechanisms which allow us to obtain analytical results for the
photoelectron emission rate from a nanoparticle. Calculations have been carried out for a step potential
at the surface of a spherical nanoparticle, and a simple model for the hot electron cooling has been
used. We highlight the eﬀect of the discontinuity of the dielectric permittivity at the nanoparticle
boundary in the surface mechanism, which leads to a substantial (by 5 times) increase of the internal
photoelectron emission rate from a nanoparticle compared to the case when such a discontinuity is
absent. For a plasmonic nanoparticle, a comparison of the two photoeﬀect mechanisms was undertaken
for the ﬁrst time which showed that the surface photoeﬀect can in the general case be larger than the
volume one, which agrees with the results obtained for a ﬂat metal surface ﬁrst formulated by Tamm
and Schubin in their pioneering development of a quantum-mechanical theory of photoeﬀect in 1931. In
accordance with our calculations, this possible predominance of the surface eﬀect is based on two
factors: (i) eﬀective cooling of hot carriers during their propagation from the volume of the nanoparticle
to its surface in the scenario of the volume mechanism and (ii) strengthening of the surface mechanism
through the eﬀect of the discontinuity of the dielectric permittivity at the nanoparticle boundary. The
latter is stronger at relatively lower photon energies and correspondingly is more substantial for internal
photoemission than for an external one. We show that in the general case, it is essential to take both
mechanisms into account in the development of devices based on the photoelectric eﬀect and when
considering hot electron emission from a plasmonic nanoantenna.
I Introduction
A recent publication by Chalabi and Brongersma1 was entitled
“Harvest season for hot electrons”, and this title excellently
illustrates a boom of interest in the generation of hot photo-
electrons in plasmonic nanostructures which is occurring at
present. Indeed, the enhanced photoelectron emission from
single plasmonic nanoantennas and from ensembles of such
nanoantennas is under intensive study for application in
Schottky barrier photodetectors in order to achieve higher
device sensitivity;2–14 in solar cells with the goal to enhance their
photovoltaic eﬃciency by harvesting solar photons below the
semiconductor bandgap energy;2,4,6,11,14–21 in (nano-)photo-
electrochemistry and (nano-)photochemistry,2,4,22–30 including,
in particular, water splitting;25,26,28–30 for the realization of new
photoconductive plasmonic metamaterials;6 and in molecular
electronics31 – i.e. in all areas of science and technology where
the generation of hot photoelectrons and their subsequent
utilization play a principal role. In addition, the emission of hot
electrons can enhance the characteristics of solar concentrator
systems.32 Developments and proposals based on the use of the
emission of photoelectrons from plasmonic nanoantennas
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(nanotips, rst of all) into vacuum – including novel nano-
meter-sized femtosecond electron sources,33 femtosecond
photoelectron emission spectroscopy,34 and the attosecond
nanoplasmonic-eld microscopy are also worth noting.35
Obviously, understanding the physical mechanisms that
result in the emission of photoelectrons from plasmonic nano-
particles and nanostructures is essential for the development of
devices based on this phenomenon. Research on this topic dates
back to the pioneering work on a quantum-mechanical theory of
the photoelectric eﬀect frommetals written in 1931 by Tammand
Schubin,36 who introduced and described two mechanisms
contributing to the eﬀect – see Fig. 1.
(A) A surface mechanism (or the surface photoelectric eﬀect,
see Fig. 1a), in which an electron absorbs a photon during its
collision with the metal surface (boundary) and, if the energy
received by the electron is suﬃcient to overcome the potential
barrier at the boundary (Schottky barrier if the metal is in
contact with a semiconductor), then the electron is emitted
from the metal into the matrix surrounding the metal (semi-
conductor, for instance) during this inelastic collision with the
metal surface. In this case, the electron also can be reected
back into the metal aer photon absorption during the colli-
sion.37 In the surface mechanism for the photoeﬀect, the rate of
photoelectron emission from the metal is proportional to the
square of the electromagnetic eld component normal to the
metal surface36 – see below.
(B) A volume (or bulk) mechanism (or the volume photo-
electric eﬀect, see Fig. 1b), which consists of three phases (see
ref. 38 for a comprehensive review primarily devoted to this bulk
mechanism).
(1) An electron absorbs a photon inside the metal during its
collision with an impurity, phonon, lattice defect, etc.39 or due to
its coupling to the periodic lattice potential36,40 and becomes
“hot”;
(2) then the electronmoves to the boundary of the metal (this
“electron transport” phase is absent in the surface mechanism),
colliding with phonons and cold electrons and losing energy in
the process;
(3) if the electron reaches the metal surface with energy that
is still suﬃcient to overcome the potential barrier at the
boundary of the metal, the electron may be emitted into the
matrix (semiconductor) surrounding the metal.
Obviously, the photoelectron emission rate from themetal in
the scenario of the bulk photoeﬀect is proportional to the light
absorption coeﬃcient of the bulk metal; it depends on the
energy distribution of hot electrons aer their generation and
also on the cooling rate of electrons during their motion to the
nanoparticle boundary.
Having identied and compared these two mechanisms,
Tamm and Schubin in ref. 36 considered mechanism (A) as
dominating in the visible and IR ranges. Nevertheless, for
several decades aer the publication of ref. 36, researchers
returned to the discussion on the above mechanisms for
photoelectron emission from a metal (see ref. 38 and 41–50 and
references therein), and in particular, to the arguments as to
which of the two mechanisms is more important. The main
argument against the surface mechanism (A) in those discus-
sions was that the component of eld normal to the surface (to
the square of which the photoelectron emission rate in the
surface mechanism is proportional) is absent if light is incident
normally on a at metal surface, as was relevant in many
practical cases. However, it became clear in the 1960s and 70s
(see ref. 46–50 and references therein) that the roughness of a
metal surface can lead to the appearance of a normal compo-
nent to the metal surface (in particular, due to the conversion of
an incident plane wave into a surface plasmonic wave49), so that
mechanism (A) can be essential even for macroscopically at
structures with normal incidence of light.
Nevertheless, the question as to which of the two mecha-
nisms of photoelectron emission is dominant has been le
open until the present time, with various groups adopting
diﬀerent approaches. Several years ago, Berini with his co-
authors used the volume mechanism (B) as the basis for their
consideration of thin-lm Schottky barrier photodetectors,7–9
and very recently Halas and Nordlander with their
colleagues3,12,13 have used the description of the volume mech-
anism given in ref. 7 to analyze the emission of photoelectrons
from plasmonic nanoantennas. On the other hand, the theory
of photoelectron emission from metallic nanoparticles devel-
oped in ref. 6 and then used in calculations in ref. 11 and 14 is
based primarily on the surface mechanism (A). In ref. 51
Govorov and co-authors developed an approach to the theory of
photoelectron emission from a plasmonic nanoparticle starting
from a quantum microscopic description of the non-equilib-
rium carrier population in a localized plasmon wave. As nano-
structures of more and more intricate shapes are introduced,
the discussion on a proper description of photoelectron emis-
sion from metals in general and from metal nanostructures in
particular is again of current importance.
In this paper, we compare the surface and volume mecha-
nisms of internal photoelectron emission from plasmonic
nanoparticles. Using spherical particles as a simple and
analytically tractable example, we derive comparable metrics for
each of the two mechanisms. Comparing these metrics, we
conclude that the volume mechanism could only prevail if hot
Fig. 1 Illustration of the two mechanisms of the photoelectric eﬀect.
(a) Surface eﬀect: an electron collides with the Schottky barrier,
absorbs the photon energy ħu, and leaves themetal. (b) Volume eﬀect:
electron 1 receives energy ħu, moves to the Schottky barrier, and
overcomes it, leaving the metal; electrons 2 and 3 do not have suﬃ-
cient energy when they reach the barrier and remain in themetal.Wb is
the work function of the metal to semiconductor; 3F is the Fermi level.
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electrons were able to reach the nanoparticle surface without
energy loss. In realistic cases, the “cooling” processes during
“hot” electron transport oen lead to the prevalence of the
surface photoelectric eﬀect, especially for smaller nanoparticles
and lower photon energies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide a
detailed account on the theory of internal photoelectron emis-
sion from plasmonic nanoparticles. In particular, in Section
II-A, the problem is formulated, and the concept of the cross-
section of photoelectron emission from a nanoparticle is
introduced. In Section II-B, formulae are presented to calculate
the internal photoelectron emission rate from a nanoparticle
and the photoelectron emission cross-section of a spherical
nanoparticle for the surface photoelectric eﬀect, based on the
work in ref. 6 and using a simple model with a step potential at
the nanoparticle boundary. In Section II-C, a model is presented
to calculate the internal quantum eﬃciency for the volume
photoelectric mechanism of photoeﬀect, including the deriva-
tion of an expression for the photoelectron emission cross-
section for the volume mechanism. In Section III, numerical
results are presented to compare the two mechanisms, and the
basic assumptions of the calculations are discussed in detail.
Finally, Section IV formulates the conclusions.
II Theory of the photoelectric eﬀect
A Formulation of the problem
The following problem is under consideration – see Fig. 2. A
plane light wave of frequency u and with intensity S propagates
along the z0-axis in a background matrix (dielectric or semi-
conductor) with relative permittivity 3e. The amplitude Eo of the
electric eld of the light is polarized along the y0 direction. The
wave is incident on an imbedded metal nanoparticle with
relative permittivity 3i(u). For simplicity, we consider a spherical
nanoparticle with radius a so that in the quasistatic approxi-
mation52 the eld Ei inside the nanoparticle is homogeneous,
parallel to Eo and can be expressed as:52
Ei ¼ 33e
3iðuÞ þ 23e EohF$Eo (1)
When the light frequency u approaches the localized plas-
monic frequency ulpr which satises the Fro¨hlich conditions52
Re[3i(ulpr)] + 23e ¼ 0 (1a)
then, as one can see from (1), a resonant enhancement of the
eld takes place (the localized plasmonic resonance). One
should stress that the quasistatic approximation makes the
resonance frequency ulpr independent of the nanoparticle size,
and the increase of 3e lowers ulpr approximately as 1=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 23e
p
.
Note that the homogeneous eld assumptionmay be violated in
the presence of a strong plasmonic resonance and/or for
nanoparticles of more complex shapes (e.g., nanoantennas),
where strong eld localization eﬀects can lead to eld inho-
mogeneity inside the nanoparticle. However, the presented
formalism is straightforwardly generalized to the case of an
inhomogeneous eld, albeit at the cost of no longer being
analytically tractable.
The electrons in themetal absorb photons with energy ħu (A)
during their collisions with the nanoparticle surface (surface
photon absorption) and (B) inside the nanoparticle (volume
photon absorption)36,37 and can leave the nanoparticle in either
case. For the volume mechanism, our model is limited by the
case when the imaginary part 3
00
i (u) of themetal permittivity 3i(u)
includes only the contribution of free electrons, but not
contributions from interband transitions in metal. Therefore, it
is applicable only for ħu # 1.9 eV (for gold) and for higher
energies, the contribution of interband transitions becomes
important.52
Our goal is to calculate and to compare the photoelectron
emission rates from the nanoparticle due to the surface and the
volume absorption of photons. In the next two subsections, we
present separately our calculations for the surface and volume
(bulk) photoelectric eﬀects from a metal nanoparticle.
The ability of plasmonic nanoparticles to emit photo-
electrons can be characterized by the photoelectron emission
cross-section of the nanoparticle.6 Namely, the photoelectron
emission cross-section is:
sem ¼ Rem/(S/ħu) (2)
where Rem is the rate of emission of photoelectrons from the
nanoparticle in (1/s), and S/ħu is the photon ux [in 1/(m2 s)]
incident on the nanoparticle. Below we calculate Rem and sem
for both the surface and volume photoelectric eﬀects.
B Theory of the surface photoelectric eﬀect
In this subsection, we briey introduce the theory of the surface
mechanism for photoelectron emission, following the approach
used in ref. 6 where the theory is presented in more detail. If the
de Broglie electron wavelength ƛ in the metal is much smaller
than the characteristic nanoparticle size Lnano, ƛ  Lnano (one
should note that in silver and gold ƛ z 0.5 nm), then we can
safely neglect quantum-connement eﬀects in the metal. In
other words, the electron gas is uniformly distributed with an
equilibrium density given by that of the bulk metal. Further-
more, we can calculate the rate u(r) of electron emission per unit
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of a spherical metallic nanoparticle (with
permittivity 3i) imbedded in a dielectric (or semiconductor) matrix (with
permittivity 3e). The incident plane wave with an electrical ﬁeld Eo
causes an electric ﬁeld Ei inside the nanoparticle. Red arrows illustrate
the surface photoelectric mechanism, while the blue arrow shows the
volume (bulk) photoelectric mechanism.
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area of the nanoparticle surface [1/(s m2)], by considering the
nanoparticle surface at the coordinate r (see Fig. 2) as being at
and by using the theory of photoelectron emission due to
collisions of metal electrons with a at boundary. Within this
approximation, the rate u(r) is proportional to the square of the
normal component E(n)i (r) ¼ n(r)$Ei of the eld Ei:6,36,41–43
u(r) ¼ C surfaceem $|E(n)i (r)|2 (3)
where n(r) is the unit vector normal to the nanoparticle
surface. The coeﬃcient Csurfaceem is calculated quantum-
mechanically (see below) and depends, in particular, on the
electron density in the metal, on the photon energy ħu, on
the potential barrier for electrons at the nanoparticle
boundary, and on any discontinuities in the permittivity and
the electron mass at the interface between the metal and the
surrounding matrix. Correspondingly, the photoelectron
emission rate due to electron collisions with the total nano-
particle surface is:
Rsurfaceem ¼
ð
surface
dsuðrÞ ¼ C surfaceem
ð
surface
ds
EðnÞi ðrÞ2 (4)
where the integral extends over the entire nanoparticle surface.
Since the eld inside a spherical nanoparticle is homogeneous,
we get easily:
Rsurfaceem ¼ Csurfaceem $Anano|Ei|2/3 (5)
where Anano ¼ 4pa2 is the area of the nanoparticle surface.
The coeﬃcient Csurfaceem in (2) can be found by solving the
quantum-mechanical problem for the collision of a single
electron with a metal boundary, and then subsequently
summing over all metal electrons undergoing such collisions
with the surface. Fig. 3 illustrates this problem. The metal
boundary is modelled by the 1D potential barrier U(z) where the
axis z is normal to the boundary and, in this section, we perform
the calculation for an abruptly changing (at z ¼ 0) potential
(a step potential) with a step of height Ub, as indicated in Fig. 3.
The potential step Ub can be written as Ub ¼ 3F + Wb where 3F
is the Fermi energy in the metal, and Wb is the work function
of the metal, bordering the surrounding medium. The electron
masses in the metal mi and in the surrounding medium
(barrier) me can be diﬀerent from each other, in general. We
consider an electron plane wave in the metal incident on the
metal boundary with wave vector ki ¼ (kix,kiy,kiz). In the
absence of an electromagnetic eld, electron scattering from
the barrier is elastic and furthermore the parallel wave vector
component is conserved (since the surface is assumed to be
locally at). On the other hand, the electron may scatter
inelastically in the presence of an electromagnetic eld, i.e.
by absorbing a photon with energy ħu. While the parallel
momentum of the electron is still conserved (neglecting the
vanishing momentum of the photon itself), it may either
scatter back into the metal or out into the surrounding matrix
– see Fig. 3. We denote the corresponding probabilities by pin
and pout, respectively. Both probabilities pin and pout are
proportional to the square of the normal component E(n)i (r) of
the eld Ei in the metal:6,36,41–45
pin ¼ cin$|E(n)i (r)|2 (6)
pout ¼ cout$|E(n)i (r)|2 (7)
Note that the normal component E(n)i inside the metal is
related to the normal component E(n)e in the surrounding
medium by:
3iE
(n)
i ¼ 3eE(n)e (8)
We concentrate below on the calculation of the photoelec-
tron emission probability pout. Obviously, with a step potential
as in Fig. 3, the photoelectron emission from the metal can
occur (i.e., cout > 0) only if the electron gains suﬃcient energy to
overcome the barrier, i.e. only if ħ2kiz
2/(2mi) + ħu > Ub.
Although the probability pout can be calculated using various
quantum-mechanical methods, it was found in ref. 6 through
direct solution of the Schro¨dinger equation for an electron in
the presence of the eld using perturbation theory (see also a
very detailed description in ref. 41). In this solution, the electron
wave function in the barrier far from the boundary (z / N)
contains the component:
CþðNÞ$exp

 i 3ðkiÞ þ ħu
ħ
tþ ikixxþ kiyyþ kþezz

(9)
describing an electron of initial energy in the metal
3(ki) ¼ ħ2(kix2 + kiy2 + kiz2)/(2mi) (10)
which absorbed a photon of energy ħu and le the metal for the
surrounding medium. The z-component k+ez of the electron wave
vector aer the electron is emitted outside the metal aer
absorption of the photon is determined from the energy
conservation law:
Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of inelastic scattering of an electron at a
metal boundary in the presence of an optical ﬁeld. The potential
energy proﬁle U(z) is plotted along the direction z normal to the metal
boundary. An electron incident on the boundary (wave vector kz)
scatters inelastically, by absorption of a photon (energy ħu). In the
collision with the boundary, the electron can be partly back-reﬂected
into the metal or be forward scattered into the dielectric matrix
(photoelectron emission). The blue line is a step potential with height
Ub ¼ 3F + W where 3F is the Fermi energy in the metal; W is the work
function; the green curve illustrates an example of a gradually
changing potential U(z).
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ħ2

kix
2 þ kiy2 þ kiz2
	
2mi
þ ħu ¼
ħ2
h
kix
2 þ kiy2 þ

kþez
2i
2me
þUb (11)
The amplitude C+(N) is proportional to the normal compo-
nent E(n)i of the eld in the metal and can be written as
C+(N) ¼ (bV Ub + bmDm + b3D3) E(n)i (12)
where Dm ¼ me  mi and D3 ¼ 3e  3i; and bV, bm, and b3 are
some coeﬃcients, which are in general complex numbers. The
emission probability pout is expressed through the amplitude
C+(N) as:
pout ¼
Re


kþez

kiz
jCþðNÞj2 (13)
where we assume the unit probability amplitude for the electron
plane wave wavefunction incident from the metal to the barrier.
Correspondingly,
cout ¼ k
þ
ez
kiz
jbVUb þ bmDmþ b3D3j2 (14)
Eqn (14) demonstrates clearly that photon absorption by an
electron with emission from the metal takes place due to (a) the
jump Ub in the potential, (b) the discontinuity Dm of the elec-
tron mass, and (c) the discontinuity D3 of the dielectric constant
at the nanoparticle surface. Photon absorption due to a nonzero
D3 can be considered as the inverse to the transit radiation
eﬀect, where an electron crosses the boundary between two
media with diﬀerent dielectric constants and emits light.53
Below, we show that nonzero D3 substantially increases the
surface photoelectric eﬀect.
We assume for simplicity that Dm ¼ 0, so that me ¼ mih m.
In this case, calculating the coeﬃcients bV and b3 as in ref. 6, we
derive the formula:
cout ¼ 8e
2Ub
mħ2u4
$Re
" ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X  1þ ħu
Ub
s #
$
GðXÞﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
p $jKD3ðXÞj2 (15)
where e is the electron charge, X¼ 3iz(kiz)/Ub with 3iz(kiz)¼ ħ2kiz2/
(2m) so that the coeﬃcient cout depends only on the z-compo-
nent kiz of the initial vector ki, normal to the boundary: cout ¼
cout[3iz(kiz)];
GðX Þ ¼ X$
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃXp  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX  1p 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX þ ħu=Ubp þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX þ ħu=Ub  1p 2 (16)
and the coeﬃcient
KD3 ¼ 1
2
2
43i
3e
þ 1



3i
3e
 1
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X þ ħu
Ub
s
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X  1
p !235 (17)
describes the eﬀect of the discontinuity D3 on the photon
absorption and photoelectron emission – if 3e ¼ 3i, we have
KD3 h 1.
Summing over all electrons in the metal that collide with the
surface in the metal, one can obtain the coeﬃcient in eqn (3) as:
Csurfaceem ¼
ð
kiz . o
2dki
ð2pÞ3 fFðkiÞ$viz$cout (18)
where fF(ki) ¼ {1 + exp[(3(ki)  3F)/kBTe]}1 is the Fermi–Dirac
equilibrium distribution function of electrons in the metal, Te is
the electron temperature, and viz¼ ħkiz/m is the electron velocity
component normal to the metal boundary. Since the coeﬃcient
cout depends only on kiz (not on kix and kiy), the 3D integrals in
(18) can be easily converted into 1D-integrals over kiz.
Let us introduce the dimensionless coeﬃcient ho related to
Csurfaceem as:6
ho ¼
ħu
23oc
$Csurfaceem (19)
through which the external quantum eﬃciency (the quantum
yield) for devices based on photoelectron emission from
ensembles of nanoantennas can be expressed.11,14 The param-
eter ho itself can be interpreted as the external quantum
eﬃciency of a device in which the incident light with intensity
Svac ¼ 23oc|Evac|2 in vacuum (Evac is the electric eld of light)
creates the normal component E(n)i ¼ Evac. Correspondingly,
from eqn (15), (18) and (19) we have for Te ¼ 0:
ho ¼
8
p
af-s$

Ub
ħu
3
$
ð3F=Ub
1ħu=Ub
dXRe
" ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X  1þ ħu
Ub
s #
 GðXÞﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X
p jKD3ðXÞj2

3F
Ub
 X

(20)
where af-s ¼ e2/(4p3oħc) ¼ 0.007297  1/137 is the ne-structure
constant, and we assume that ħu < 3F. The blue curve in Fig. 4
illustrates the dependence of ho on the photon energy ħu. In our
calculations, we assumed that a gold nanoparticle is sur-
rounded with a medium with 3e ¼ 13 (like GaAs). For gold, we
used the dielectric constant 3i(u) from ref. 54. Correspondingly,
[see condition (1a)], the plasmonic resonance in a spherical
nanoparticle occurs at ħulpr ¼ 1.48 eV (we reiterate that in the
quasistatic approximation used here the frequency ulpr does not
Fig. 4 Spectral dependence of the photoelectron emission parameter
ho ¼ ho(ħu). The blue curve is calculated from eqn (20), the red one is
the approximation (21). The green curve is obtained by assuming D3 ¼
0 [i.e., KD3(X) h 1 in eqn (20)]. ħulpr is the photon energy where the
plasmonic resonance occurs in the nanoparticle.
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depend on the radius a). We also used the values 3F ¼ 5.51 eV
and Wb ¼ 0.8 eV. One can see that the parameter ho changes
from zero at the threshold (ħu ¼ 0.8 eV) to 0.002 at ħu  1.6
eV. The red curve illustrates eqn (21) obtained from (20) by
approximate integration:
hoz
32as-f
15p

Ub
ħu
3 ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
X
s
G

X
KdisX2

ħuWb
Ub
5=2
(21)
where X ¼ 0.5 [1 + (3F ħu)/Ub]. Formula (21) shows clearly that,
near the threshold, when the photon energy ħu approaches the
work function Wb,
ho f (ħu  Wb)5/2 (22)
Eqn (22) is diﬀerent from the parabolic Fowler's law where ho
f (ħu  Wb)2 (ref. 55) and is found, in general, when the
potential U(z) at the metal boundary changes sharply rather
than gradually. In contrast, the parabolic Fowler's law works
well for gradually changing potentials (see for example the
green curve in Fig. 3; see also ref. 43–45, for instance).
The green curve in Fig. 4 shows the parameter ho when D3 ¼
0 [i.e., KD3(X) h 1 in eqn (20)]. A comparison of the blue and
green curves demonstrates that a nonzero discontinuity D3 of
the dielectric constant 3 at the boundary between the metal and
surrounding medium substantially (by 3–10 times) increases
the surface photoelectron emission parameter ho.
The blue and green curves in Fig. 4 show also that the initial
fast growth of ho saturates with increasing photon energy ħu
and, aer this saturation, the parameter ho decreases (not
shown). This behaviour is due to the strong suppression of the
interaction of an electron with the electromagnetic eld with
increasing photon energies ħu – see the 1/u4 dependence in eqn
(15). This circumstance, in particular, leads to a diminished role
of the surface mechanism compared to the bulk mechanism
with increasing photon energy ħu – see Section III.
Following the denition of (2) and using (5) and (19), we can
obtain a formula for the photoelectron emission cross-section
due to the surface photoelectric eﬀect:
ssurfaceem ¼
4pho
33e1=2
jF j2$a2 (23)
where we have used the expression S ¼ 23o3e1/2c|Eo|2. The
enhancement of the photoelectron emission cross-section due
to plasmonic nanoantenna eﬀects is included in eqn (23)
through the factor |F|2 (see also eqn (1)). Examples of the
calculation of ssurfaceem can be found in ref. 6.
C Calculation of the volume photoelectric eﬀect
In our modeling of the volume photoelectric eﬀect from a metal
nanoparticle we follow closely the approach taken by Chen and
Bates56 (see also the three-step description of the volume
mechanism in ref. 38 and 57, and references therein). The
power absorbed inside the nanoparticle is given by:52
P ¼ 2u3o300i $
ð
volume
dr$jEij2 ¼ 2u3o300i $jEij2Vnano (24)
where Vnano ¼ 4pa3/3 is the nanoparticle volume. Correspond-
ingly, the photon absorption rate (in 1/s) in the whole nano-
particle is:
Rvolumeabs h P/ħu ¼ 2ħ13o300i$|Ei|2Vnano ¼ rvolabs$Vnano (25)
where
rvolabs ¼ 2ħ13o300i$|Ei|2 (26)
is the volume density for the photon absorption rate [1/(s m3)] in
the nanoparticle. We assume that electrons in the metal before
excitation by light have zero temperature, Te ¼ 0, so that cold
electrons occupy the Fermi sphere in k-space with radius
kF ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mi3F
p
=h- , see Fig. 5a. Then the excited (“hot”) electrons
occupy a spherical layer above the Fermi sphere in k-space:
kF ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mi3F
p
=ħ\k\kħu ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2mið3F þ ħuÞ
p
=ħ (27)
(see Fig. 5a). If a hot electron, in its nal state aer photon
absorption, has the energy Ef ¼ ħ2kf2/(2mi) (kf is the wave vector
of the hot electron) larger than the height Ub of the potential
barrier, i.e.
Ef ¼ ħ2kf2/(2mi) > Ub h ħ2kbar2/(2mi) (28)
(see Fig. 5a), then it has a chance to leave the nanoparticle. The
ratio of the emission rate Rvolumeem for hot electrons from
the nanoparticle to the excitation rate for hot electrons inside
the nanoparticle, which simply equals the photon absorption
rate Rvolumeabs , is, by denition, the internal quantum eﬃciency hi
of the volume photoelectric eﬀect7,
hi ¼ Rvolumeem /Rvolumeabs (29)
Below we calculate hi for a spherical nanoparticle.
Fig. 5 (a) Distribution of electrons in k-space. The blue colour shows
the volume in k-space occupied by unexcited (cold) electrons; the pink
colour illustrates excited (hot) electrons after photon absorption. Hot
electrons outside the dashed line can be emitted from the nanoparticle.
(b) Illustration of propagation of a hot electron in a spherical nano-
particle of radius a. A hot electron is generated at point 1 at a distance r
from the centre 0 with wave vector kf and with angle q to the axis z0 0. In
the absence of collisions, the electron moves along a straight line
parallel to kf and collides with the nanoparticle surface at point 2. L is
the length of the electron path before its collision with the nanoparticle
boundary. a is the incidence angle of the electron to the surface. ks is the
wave vector of the electron as it collides with the surface.
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We assume in our calculations that the distribution of hot
electrons in the layer in k-space is uniform and isotropic. This
assumption is a key point in Fowler's statistical theory of
photoelectric emission from metals;55 we are adopting this
assumption here (see also the modeling in ref. 7). Then, the
density of the electron excitation rate in k-space, in units of m3/
(s m3) ¼ 1/s, is
rðkÞexc ¼
rvolabs
V
ðkÞ
layer
(30)
where
V
ðkÞ
layer ¼
4p
3

kħu
3  kF3

(31)
is the volume occupied in k-space by hot electrons.
If pem(r,kf) is the probability of a hot electron (with wave
vector kf, generated in the nanosphere at the position r) to be
emitted from the nanoparticle, the photoelectron emission rate
from the nanosphere is:
Rvolumeem ¼
ð
volume
dr
ð
layer
dkfr
ðkÞ
exc$pem

r; kf
 ¼ Rvolumeabs $hi (32)
where hi is the internal quantum eﬃciency,
hi ¼
1
V
ðkÞ
layer
1
Vnano
ð
volume
dr
ð
layer
dkfpem

r; kf

(33)
In our derivation of eqn (32) and (33), we used eqn (26) and
(30). While the electron moves towards the boundary of the
nanoparticle, it can experience elastic and inelastic collisions
with phonons and cold electrons – nding pem(r,kf) is quite a
complicated physical kinetics problem. References to papers,
where various approaches to solve this problem were
employed, can be found in ref. 7, 38, 56 and 57. In this paper,
we use the simple model, presented in ref. 56, in order to nd
the probability pem(r,kf) and to calculate the eﬃciency hi. Let
us consider rst the case where an electron moves to the
boundary freely, i.e. without collisions. Fig. 5b illustrates this.
A hot electron is generated with wave vector kf at point 1 in the
sphere at a distance r < a from its centre (0). The vector kf is
directed at an angle q to the axis z0 0, which goes from the centre
0 and passes through point 1. Because we assume “collision-
less” motion of the electron, it moves along a straight line
parallel to the vector kf. The electron collides with the spher-
ical nanoparticle boundary at point 2 with incidence angle a –
see Fig. 5b.
In general, if the electron arrives at the boundary with wave
vector ks, the probability pem(r,kf) is equal to the quantum
mechanical (transmission) probability tbar(ks) for this electron
to overcome the potential barrier at the boundary between
the metal and surrounding medium, pem(r,kf) h tbar(ks). The
transmission tbar(ks) is a function of the component k
(n)
s of the
vector ks normal to the nanoparticle surface at the point of
collision between the electron and the surface: tbar(ks) h
tbar(k
(n)
s ). It is well-known that the transmission tbar(k
(n)
s )
depends strongly on the shape of the potential at the nano-
particle boundary.
In the “collisionless” case of electron motion which we
consider at rst, the wave vector ks is equal to kf. Therefore, k
(n)
s
¼ kf cos a and:
pno collem (r,kf) ¼ tbar(kf cos a) (34)
In this case, the six-fold integral in (33) can be easily con-
verted into a triple integral:
hi ¼
1
V
ðkÞ
layer
1
Vnano
ða
0
dr4pr2
ðkħu
kF
dkf
ðp
0
dq sin q$tbar

kf cos a

(35)
where the incidence angle a is related to the angle q by the
theorem of sines:
a ¼ arccos(r sin q/a) (36)
The integral in (35) can be calculated analytically for some
shapes of the potential – see below.
Now, having considered the simplest collision-free case, we
move on to consider a more realistic and more complicated case
when the electron can experience collisions during its motion to
the surface and is therefore cooled. It is well-known that the
dominating mechanism for cooling of hot electrons is their
collisions with cold electrons.58–60 In fact, just one collision of a
hot electron with a cold electron renders the hot electron unable
to overcome the potential barrier between the metal and
surrounding medium. Therefore, in order to calculate the
photoelectron emission probability pem(r,kf) in the case when hot
electron collisions are possible, we can simply multiply the “col-
lisionless” probability pno collem (r,kf) [see eqn (34)] by the probability
Pt(r,kf) that the hot electron reaches the surface without collisions:
pem(r,kf) ¼ Pt(r,kf)$tbar(kf cos a) (37)
Following ref. 56, the probability Pt(r,kf) can be written as
Pt(r,kf) ¼ exp[L(r,q)/le(Ef)] (38)
where
Lðr; qÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2  r2 sin2 q
p
 r cos q (39)
is the distance between generation point 1 and point 2 where
the electron collides with the nanoparticle surface, as it moves
in the metal without collisions (see Fig. 5b); the mean free path
le(Ef), generally speaking, depends on the hot electron energy
Ef.56–60 Correspondingly, from (33) and taking (37) into account,
we have:
hi ¼
1
V
ðkÞ
layer
1
Vnano
ða
0
dr4pr2
ðkħu
kF
dkf
ðp
0
dq sin q$2pkf
2
 exp
 Lðr; qÞ=leEf$tbarkf cos a
(40)
Obviously, if le ¼N, eqn (40) coincides with eqn (35).
Using (2), (1), (32) and (25), we can nally express the
photoelectron emission cross-section for the volume photo-
electric eﬀect through the internal quantum eﬃciency hi as:
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svolumeem ¼
8p2
3
a
lo
300iﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3e
p $jF j2$hia2 (41)
where lo ¼ 2pc/u is the light wave length in vacuum.
As mentioned above, the probability tbar(k
(n)
s ) depends on the
shape of the potential U(z) at the nanoparticle surface. Since we
aim to compare surface and volume photoelectric eﬀects, and
the surface eﬀect has been calculated above for a step potential
(see Fig. 3), we calculate below the internal quantum eﬃciency
hi rstly for this shape of potential. In this case, the probability
tbar is:
tbar ¼ 4Re½sj1þ sj2; (42)
where
s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2mUb
ħ2

k
ðnÞ
s
	2
vuut h
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 Ub
E
ðnÞ
s
s
(43)
Fig. 6 illustrates the dependence of the transmission tbar on
the energy E(n)s ¼ ħ2(k(n)s )2/(2m). When E(n)s > Ub, the transmission
at rst increases sharply and then tends to 1 gradually. On the
other hand, many papers (see for instance ref. 7) assume a
simpler model dependence:
tbar

EðnÞs
 ¼  0;EðnÞs \Ub
1;EðnÞs .Ub
(44)
(see the dashed line in Fig. 6), which is a suitable model for a
smoothly changing potential (see the dashed green line in
Fig. 3) rather than for a sharply changing one. Below we refer to
the model in (44) as “model 0-1”.
The thick solid curves in Fig. 7 show the spectral dependence
of the internal quantum eﬃciency hi(ħu), obtained by numer-
ical integration of eqn (40) with the barrier transmission
tbar(E
(n)
s ) for a step potential [see eqn 42 and 43] and for various
radii a of the spherical nanoparticle: namely a ¼ 25 nm (red
line), a ¼ 50 nm (green line), and a ¼ 100 nm (brown line). In
the calculations we used the same material parameters for the
nanoparticle and the barrier as shown in Fig. 4. For gold, the
mean free path le(Ef) changes very weakly, from 42 to 40 nm
(ref. 60) for the range of hot electron energies Ef being consid-
ered. Therefore, we have taken the value of le to be constant and
used le ¼ 41 nm. For comparison, the thick blue line shows the
eﬃciency hi for the mean free path le ¼ N, i.e. for the “colli-
sionless” propagation of hot electrons in a nanoparticle. One
sees that electron collisions decrease the eﬃciency hi by several
times for the shown values of radius a.
Close to the photoeﬀect threshold (ħu/Wb), one can do the
integration in eqn (40) analytically and obtain an approximate
formula for the internal eﬃciency for hi:
hi ¼ Fstða; leÞ 
12
5
ð3F þWbÞ3=2
ð3F þ ħuÞ3=2  3F3=2

ħuWb
3F þWb
5=2
(45)
where
Fstða; leÞ ¼ le
2a

1 exp

 2a
le

(46)
is the structural function describing the dependence of the
eﬃciency hi on the nanoparticle size a. The dependence (45) is
illustrated in Fig. 7 by the dashed blue, red, green and brown
curves. The parameters used in the calculation of these curves
are the same as in the calculations for the solid curves of the
same colour. Thus, hi f (ħu  Wb)5/2 close to the threshold –
this behaviour coincides with the behaviour of the parameter ho
Fig. 6 The (transmission) probability tbar for an electron to leave a
metal with a step barrier potential withUb¼ 6.31 eV as a function of the
electron energy E(n)s , i.e. tbar ¼ tbar(E(n)s ) (solid blue curve). The dashed
blue curve shows the probability given by eqn (44) (“model 0-1”).
Fig. 7 The spectral dependence of the internal quantum eﬃciency
hi(ħu) for the volume photoelectric eﬀect for nanoparticles with
diﬀerent radii a and diﬀerent potential shapes at the nanoparticle
surface. Red, green and brown solid curves are calculated for a ¼ 25,
50 and 100 nm, respectively, by numerical integration of eqn (40) for a
step potential [see eqn (42) and (43)] and using amean free path le¼ 41
nm; the dashed curves are obtained using the approximation (45). The
blue and black curves are obtained for le ¼ N (i.e. for collisionless
electron propagation in the nanoparticle) for a step potential and for
the ‘model 0-1’ [see eqn (44)], respectively. The blue and black solid
lines are exact results given by eqn (40) and (47), respectively, while the
blue and black dashed curves are obtained with approximations (45)
and (48), respectively. ħulpr is the photon energy at which the plas-
monic resonance occurs in the nanoparticle.
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calculated also for the surface eﬀect [see eqn (21) and (22)], with
a step potential.
As noted above the model dependence (44) for the trans-
mission tbar(E
(n)
s ) is used oen. With tbar(E
(n)
s ), the integral in eqn
(40) can be calculated analytically for arbitrary excess energy
(ħu  Wb) above the photoeﬀect threshold and is expressed
through the exponential integral function Ei(z) – we do not give
the result here due to its bulkiness. But for le ¼ N (“collision-
less” electron propagation in a nanoparticle) we can derive a
simple approximate formula:
hi ¼
ð3F þWbÞ3=2
ð3F þ ħuÞ3=2  3F3=2
"
3F þ ħu
3F þWb
3=2
 3
2
log
3F þ ħu
3F þWb  1
#
(47)
On the other hand, for arbitrary le, but near the threshold we
have the approximation:
hizFstða; leÞ 
9
8
ð3F þWbÞ3=2
ð3F þWbÞ3=2  3F3=2

ħuWb
3F þWb
2
(48)
These analytic results (47) and (48) for le ¼N are illustrated
in Fig. 7 by the black solid and dashed curves, respectively.
Obviously, near the photoeﬀect threshold, eqn (48) yields the
parabolic Fowler's law: hif (ħu  Wb)2. Formulae (47) and (48)
with le ¼ N are spherical analogues of the corresponding
formulae for the internal quantum eﬃciency for bulk photo-
electron emission from thin lms which can be found in ref. 7
when electron collisions are neglected.
Fig. 8 shows the dependence of the internal eﬃciency hi on
the nanoparticle radius a for diﬀerent photon energies: ħu¼ 1.0
and 1.2 eV, and at the plasmonic resonance ħu ¼ ħulpr ¼
1.48 eV. The behaviour of the curves is described, at least
qualitatively, by the structural function (46), and for large a, the
eﬃciency follows hif 1/a. This last relationship originates from
the fact that within the quasistatic approximation the photon
absorption rate Rvolumeabs is proportional to the nanoparticle
volume Vnano [see eqn (25)] while for large radii a [ le, the
photoelectron emission rate Rvolumeem is proportional to the
nanoparticle surface Anano. Correspondingly, hif Anano/Vnanof
1/a. Thus, the behaviour hi f 1/a is a consequence of the fact
that the “surface to volume” ratio decreases with increasing
nanoparticle size a. On the other hand, for a smaller radius a
when Rvolumeem f Vnano, the eﬃciency hi tends to its value in the
“collisionless” case – see eqn (35).
III Comparison of surface and volume
mechanisms and discussion
The surface and volumemechanisms for internal photoelectron
emission from nanoparticles can be compared by considering
the ratio of their photoelectron emission cross-sections:
Kvs ¼ s
volume
em
ssurfaceem
¼ 2pa
lo
300i hi
ho
(49)
where we have used eqn (23) and (41) to determine this ratio.
Fig. 9 shows the spectral dependence of the ratio Kv–s(ħu) for
diﬀerent nanoparticle radii: a ¼ 100, 50 and 25 nm for the blue,
red and brown curves, respectively. The dashed curves are
obtained when electron collisions are neglected (le ¼ N), and
the solid lines are calculated with le ¼ 41 nm.
The dashed curves show that if cooling of hot electrons is
absent, the volume photoeﬀect from nanoparticles can
predominate, at least for larger nanoparticles far from the
photoeﬀect threshold. However, if we take into account hot
electron cooling during their propagation in a nanoparticle (see
solid curves in Fig. 9), we obtain that the surface mechanism is
stronger than the volume one throughout almost all of the
considered spectrum ranges, and only at ħu > 1.5 eV does
the ratio Kv–s become larger than one. One should note that
in the case considered of a gold nanosphere embedded in a
medium with 3e ¼ 13 the localized plasmonic resonance occurs
at ħu z ħulpr ¼ 1.48 eV (shown in Fig. 9). Thus, at the plas-
monic resonance frequency for the structures considered, the
surface and volume mechanisms give comparable contribu-
tions to the photoelectron emission rate.
One should stress that the results shown in Fig. 9, and in
particular, the dashed curves for “collisionless” electron prop-
agation in the nanoparticle are obtained in the quasistatic
approximation,52 when the electromagnetic eld eﬃciently
penetrates into the nanoparticle. In this case, the volume
photoelectron emission rate increases proportional to the
nanoparticle volume if we neglect electron cooling. On the other
hand, the surface photoelectron emission rate increases
proportional to the nanoparticle surface area. Correspondingly,
if we neglect the electron collisions, the growing role of the
volume mechanism with increasing nanoparticle sizes can be
attributed to the quasistatic approximation. In fact, this
approximation works only for relatively small plasmonic
nanoparticles, and already for a ¼ 100 nm the eld penetrates
into the nanoparticle volume only partially.52 Thus, the model
Fig. 8 Dependence of the internal quantum eﬃciency hi on the
nanoparticle radius a for three diﬀerent photon energies: ħu ¼ 1.0, 1.2
and 1.48 eV. The mean free path le ¼ 41 nm. The plasmonic resonance
takes place in the gold spherical nanoantenna for ħu ¼ 1.48 eV.
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used here can seriously overestimate the volumemechanism for
large nanoparticles if we neglect the hot electron cooling, as
shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the ratio Kv–s as a function of the nanoparticle
radius a for diﬀerent photon energies: ħu ¼ 1.0, 1.2 eV and for
the case of plasmonic resonance ħu ¼ ħulpr ¼ 1.48 eV. One sees
that the ratio Kv–s tends to zero with decreasing radius a. Such a
behaviour again results from the scaling of the “surface to
volume” ratio at small a. Namely, for a  le the volume
photoelectron emission rate is Rvolumeem f Vnano, while the surface
photoelectron emission rate is Rsurfaceem f Anano. Therefore, Kv–s¼
Rvolumeem /R
surface
em f Vnano/Anano f a. On the other hand, one sees
from Fig. 10 that for larger values of the radius a (a[ le) when
the hot electrons generated far from the surface cannot reach it
due to cooling by collisions, both the rates Rvolumeem and
Rsurfaceem become proportional to the nanoparticle surface area
Anano, and correspondingly, the ratio Kv–s does not change with
the radius a any more.
Now we would like to discuss the assumptions made in the
calculation of the volume mechanism in more detail. The rst
one is the quasistatic approximation, which leads to an over-
estimation of the volume eﬀect for larger nanoparticles, as
discussed above. Another assumption concerns the distribution
of hot electrons in k-space – see eqn (30) and (31). In fact, we
ascribe the light absorption, which is dened by the experi-
mentally measured value of the imaginary part 300i (u) of the
metal relative permittivity, uniformly to all possible optical
transitions from the states under the Fermi level; as a result, the
hot electrons populate the volume in k-space, given by eqn (27),
equally. This means that the dependence of the hot electron
distribution on the energy Ef is proportional to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ef
p
. On the
other hand, Chen and Bates56 considered that the distribution is
proportional to the “joint density of states” which is
f
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EfðEf  h-uÞ
p
. Our analysis shows that use of the latter
distribution instead of the Fowler's one can increase the volume
eﬀect but only slightly – by 2–7%.
Furthermore, it is well-known that optical transitions from
deeper states under the Fermi level can contribute to the optical
absorption more strongly than the transitions from states that
lie closer to the Fermi level.38,61 It is clear that transitions from
deeper levels populate states above the Fermi level with lower
energies than is the case for transitions from less deep levels.
Hence, lower-energy states above the Fermi level are populated
with hot electrons more strongly than the higher-energy levels;
it is only from these latter levels that electron emission from the
metal is in principle possible. In other words, transitions from
deeper levels can contribute strongly to light absorption in
metals but not to photoelectron emission, since such transi-
tions do not generate hot electrons of suﬃcient energy so as to
overcome the barrier. Thus, the assumption of a homogeneous
population (30) of the layer (27) (the assumption by Fowler) can
lead, generally speaking, to an overestimation of the internal
quantum eﬃciency hi for the volume mechanism. This can
particularly impact the metal interband transitions.61 Note that
the realisation that optical transitions of electrons in the bulk
can determine the optical absorption of a metal, but are unable
to provide photoelectron emission, was one of the basic ideas of
the paper by Tamm and Schubin.36 However, these strong
transitions from deeper energy levels in gold appear to become
substantial only at photon energies higher than 1.5–2 eV,54,61
so that for the photon energy range under consideration (i.e. ħu
< 1.6 eV) the assumption of uniform population of states by hot
electrons looks rather reasonable.
On the other hand, the model (37)–(39) for hot electron
cooling due to collisions with cold electrons can underestimate
the electron cooling rate. Indeed, the model neglects, in some
sense, the role of elastic collisions of the hot electron. Such
collisions do not aﬀect the hot electron energy directly, but can
make the electron path in the nanoparticle longer than the
straight line (39), which can lead to a stronger electron cooling.
Nevertheless, despite the limitations brought about by the
above assumptions, we can suggest that it appears unlikely that
more precise models would signicantly alter the conclusion
Fig. 9 Spectral dependence on the ratio Kv–s ¼ svolumeem /ssurfaceem for
various values of the nanoparticle radius a and the mean free path le.
For the plasmonic resonance, ħuz ħulpr ¼ 1.48 eV.
Fig. 10 Dependence of the ratio Kv–s ¼ svolumeem /ssurfaceem on the nano-
particle radius a for three diﬀerent photon energies: ħu ¼ 1.0, 1.2 and
1.48 eV. The mean free path le ¼ 41 nm.
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that we draw from the calculations in this work, namely, that
the cooling of hot electrons leads to a serious decrease of the
photoelectron emission rate due to the volume mechanism.
Together with the fact that the surface mechanism of the
photoelectric eﬀect does not suﬀer from electron collisions in
the bulk at all, this lets us conclude that the surface mechanism
prevails over the volume one in plasmonic nanoantennas for
the majority of considered conditions.
Let us nally recall that the case when the surface and
volume mechanisms appear to be comparable to each other,
i.e., under the plasmonic resonance conditions (see Fig. 9 and
10), is obtained here for spherical nanoparticles. It is well
known that the plasmonic resonance in oblate spheroids, which
are good models for nanoparticles in many experimental
congurations, is red-shied if incident light is polarized along
the longer axis.6,52 In accordance with Fig. 9, one could assume
that in such nanoantennas the surface photoelectric eﬀect can
prevail also in the case of plasmonic resonance. Numerical
calculations of photoelectron emission from nanoparticles with
shapes more complicated than spherical, as well as from
ensembles of nanoparticles, are the subject of forthcoming
planned studies.
IV Conclusion
We have carried out calculations of internal photoelectron
emission from plasmonic nanoparticles into a surrounding
semiconductor matrix for the IR range of photon energies for
two mechanisms of the eﬀect – surface and volume ones. We
have shown that the surface photoeﬀect would prevail over the
volume one in the case of internal photoelectric eﬀect from
small nanoparticles, which extends the initial conclusion made
by Tamm and Schubin in 1931 from a single at interface to
nanostructures. From our calculations, this predominance of
the surface eﬀect is a result of the eﬀective cooling of hot
carriers generated by the volume mechanism during their
propagation from the inside of the nanoparticle to its surface.
Calculations have been carried out for a step potential at the
nanoparticle surface, and a simple model for the hot electron
cooling has been used. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that these
model limitations would change the overall conclusion. To our
knowledge such a comparison of the two mechanisms for the
photoeﬀect from plasmonic nanoparticles has been undertaken
here for the rst time.
We also stress the important eﬀect of the discontinuity of the
dielectric permittivity at the nanoparticle boundary in the
surface mechanism, which leads to a substantial (by 5 times)
increase in the photoelectron emission rate from a nanoparticle
compared to the case when such a discontinuity is absent.
Condence in the predominance of the surface mechanism
can be useful in the design of devices based on the photoelectric
eﬀect and on the use of hot electrons from plasmonic nano-
antennas. In particular, it is clear that the angular pattern of
photoelectrons can be diﬀerent for the surface and volume
photoeﬀect. For instance, for spherical nanoparticles, in the
case of the volume mechanism electrons are emitted in all
directions equally, while in the case of the surface one, electrons
are emitted mainly in a direction parallel to the electric eld
polarization of the incident light, because the photoelectron
emission rate in the surface mechanism is proportional to the
square of the electric eld component normal to the nano-
particle surface. Correspondingly, parts of a nanoantenna
surface where the normal component is maximal must have
good contact with the surrounding matrix in order for eﬃcient
electron emission to occur. It appears that this circumstance
played a key role in ref. 12, where a substantial increase of the
responsivity of the device was reached by proper embedding of
the nanoantennas into the semiconductor substrate.
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